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Abstract—Large-scale bandwidth-based distributed de-
nial-of-service (DDoS) attacks can quickly knock out substantial
parts of a network before reactive defenses can respond. Even
traffic that is not under direct attack can suffer significant collat-
eral damage if the traffic passes through links that are common
to attack routes. This paper presents a Proactive Surge Protection
(PSP) mechanism that aims to provide a broad first line of defense
against DDoS attacks. The approach aims to minimize collat-
eral damage by providing bandwidth isolation between traffic
flows. The proposed solution is readily deployable using existing
router mechanisms and does not rely on any unauthenticated
packet header information. Our extensive evaluation across two
large commercial backbone networks, using both distributed and
targeted attacks, shows that up to 95.5% of the network could
suffer collateral damage, but our solution was able to significantly
reduce the amount of collateral damage by up to 97.58% in terms
of the number of packets dropped and 90.36% in terms of the
number of flows with packet loss. Further, we show that PSP can
maintain low packet loss rates even when the intensity of attacks
is increased significantly.

Index Terms—Computer networks, network security.

I. INTRODUCTION

A COORDINATED attack can potentially disable a network
by flooding it with traffic. Such attacks are also known as

bandwidth-based distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks
and are the focus of our work. Depending on the operator, the
provider network may be a small-to-medium regional network
or a large core network. For small-to-medium size regional net-
works, this type of bandwidth-based attacks has certainly dis-
rupted service in the past. For core networks with huge capaci-
ties, one might argue that such an attack risk is remote. However,
as reported in the media [9], large botnets already exist in the In-
ternet today. These large botnets combined with the prevalence
of high speed Internet access can quite easily give attackers mul-
tiple tens of Gb/s of attack capacity. Moreover, core networks
are engineered to support normal traffic loads reliably and not
to support maximum traffic load from all subscribers. For ex-
ample, in the Abilene network [1], some of the core routers have
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an incoming capacity of larger than 30 Gb/s from the access
networks, but only 20 Gb/s of outgoing capacity to the core.
Although commercial ISPs do not publish their oversubscrip-
tion levels, they are generally substantially higher than the ones
found in the Abilene network due to commercial pressures of
maximizing return on investments.

Considering these insights, one might wonder why we have
not seen multiple successful bandwidth-based attacks to large
core networks in the past. The answer to this question is diffi-
cult to assess. Partially, attacks might not be occurring because
the organizations which control the botnets are interested in
making money by distributing SPAM, committing click frauds,
or extorting money from midsized websites. Therefore, they
would have no commercial interest in disrupting the Internet as
a whole. Another reason might be that network operators are
closely monitoring network utilization and actively balancing
traffic flow and blocking DDoS attacks. Nonetheless, recent
history has shown that if such an attack possibility exists, it will
eventually be exploited. For example, SYN flooding attacks
were described in [3] years before such attacks were used to
disrupt servers in the Internet.

To defend against large bandwidth-based DDoS attacks, a
number of defense mechanisms currently exist, but many are
reactive in nature (i.e., they can only respond after an attack has
been identified in an effort to limit the damage). However, the
onset of large-scale bandwidth-based attacks can occur almost
instantaneously, causing potentially a huge surge in traffic that
can effectively knock out substantial parts of a network before
reactive defense mechanisms have a chance to respond. To pro-
vide a broad first line of defense against DDoS attacks when
they happen, we propose a new protection mechanism called
Proactive Surge Protection (PSP). In particular, under a flooding
attack, traffic loads along attack routes will exceed link capac-
ities, causing packets to be dropped indiscriminately. Without
proactive protection, even for traffic flows that are not under di-
rect attack, substantial packet loss will occur if these flows pass
through links that are common to attack routes, resulting in sig-
nificant collateral damage. The PSP solution aims to provide
bandwidth isolation between flows so that the collateral damage
to traffic flows not under direct attack is substantially reduced.

This bandwidth isolation is achieved through a combination
of traffic data collection, bandwidth allocation of network ca-
pacity based on traffic measurements, metering and tagging of
packets at the network perimeter into two differentiated priority
classes based on capacity allocation, and preferential dropping
of packets in the network when link capacities are exceeded.
It is important to note that PSP has no impact on the regular
operation of the network if no link is overloaded. It therefore
introduces no penalty in the common case. In addition, PSP is
deployable using existing router mechanisms that are already
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available in modern routers, which makes our approach scal-
able, feasible, and cost effective. Further, PSP is resilient to IP
spoofing as well as changes in the underlying traffic character-
istics such as the number of TCP connections. This is due to
the fact that we focus on protecting traffic between different
ingress-egress interface pairs in a provider network and both the
ingress and egress interface of an IP datagram can be directly de-
termined by the network operator. Therefore, the network oper-
ator does not have to rely on unauthenticated information such
as a source or destination IP address to tag a packet.

Specifically, we propose three PSP policies, Mean-PSP,
CDF-PSP, and GCDF-PSP. Mean-PSP is solely based on the
average traffic demand, while CDF-PSP takes into consid-
eration of the traffic variability observed in historical traffic
measurements. CDF-PSP aims to maximize the acceptance
probability (or equivalently the min-max minimization of the
drop probability) of packets by using the cumulative distribu-
tion function over historical data sets as the objective function,
and it can be solved as an utility max-min fair bandwidth
allocation problem. Finally, GCDF-PSP is a variant of the
CDF-PSP policy in which the traffic variability is modeled
as a Gaussian distribution, and the problem is simplified to
a weighted max-min bandwidth allocation problem. Further-
more, GCDF-PSP allows network operators to model future
traffic variability scenarios in which historical datasets are not
applicable.

To test the robustness of our proposed approach, we evaluated
the PSP mechanism using both highly distributed attack sce-
narios involving a high percentage of ingress and egress routers,
as well as targeted attack scenarios in which the attacks are con-
centrated to a small number of egress destinations. Our exten-
sive evaluation across two large commercial backbone networks
shows that up to 95.5% of the network could suffer collateral
damage, but our solution was able to significantly reduce the
amount of collateral damage by up to 97.58% in terms of the
number of packets dropped and up to 90.36% in terms of the
number of flows with packet loss. In addition, we show that PSP
can maintain low packet loss rates even when the intensity of at-
tacks is increased significantly. Beyond evaluating extensively
the impact of our protection scheme on packet drops, we also
present detailed analysis on the impact of our scheme at the level
of flow aggregates between individual ingress-egress interface
pairs in the network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II out-
lines related work. Section III presents a high-level overview
of our proposed PSP approach. Section IV describes in greater
details the central component of our proposed architecture that
deals with bandwidth allocation policies. Section V describes
our experimental setup, and Section VI presents extensive eval-
uation of our proposed solutions across two large backbone net-
works. Finally, we discuss the limitations of the approach in
Section VII and conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

DDoS protection has received considerable attention in the
literature. The oldest approach, still heavily in use today, is typi-
cally based on coarse-grain traffic anomalies detection [2], [25].
Traceback techniques [31], [32], [35] are then used to identify
the true attack source, which could be disguised by IP spoofing.
After detecting the true source of the DDoS traffic the network

operator can block the DDoS traffic on its ingress interfaces by
configuring access control lists or by using DDoS scrubbing de-
vices such as [5]. Although these approaches are practical, they
do not allow for an instantaneous protection of the network. As
implemented today, theses approaches require multiple minutes
to detect and mitigate DDoS attacks, which does not match the
time sensitivity of today’s applications. Similarly, network man-
agement mechanisms that generally aim to find alternate routes
around congested links also do not match the time sensitivity of
today’s applications.

Work has also focused on enhancing the current Internet pro-
tocol and routing implementations. For example, multiple pro-
posals have suggested to limit the best effort connectivity of the
network using techniques such as capabilities models [26], [28],
[36], filtering schemes [10], [24], or routing modification [11],
[19]. The main focus of these papers is the protection of cus-
tomers connecting to the core network rather than protecting
the core itself, which is the focus of our work. To illustrate the
difference, consider a scenario in which an attacker controls a
large number of zombies. These zombies could communicate
with each other, granting each other capabilities or similar rights
to communicate. If planned properly, this traffic is still sufficient
to attack a core network. The root of the problem is that the core
cannot trust either the sender or the receiver of the traffic to pro-
tect itself.

Recently, a couple of novel defense mechanisms deployed in
a core network are also proposed to mitigate suspicious attack
traffic. One of them is prime [34] and the other is pushback [22].
Similar to the proposals limiting connectivity cited above, prime
focuses on protecting individual customers. This leads again to
an issue of reliance in that a service provider should not trust
its customers for protection. Furthermore, their solution relies
heavily on the operator and customers knowing a priori who are
the good and bad network entities, and their solution has a scala-
bility issue in that it is not scalable to maintain detailed per-cus-
tomer state for all customers within the network. On the other
hand, pushback is a reactive defense mechanism which detects
suspicious traffic at congested routes then sends filtering mes-
sages to upstream routers. Not only does pushback require com-
munication and cooperation between routers, it simply needs
time to react and propagate the filtering messages.

Our work builds on the existing body of literature on max-min
fair resource allocation [12], [13], [21], [27], [29], [30], [33],
to the problem of proactive DDoS defense. However, our work
here is different in that we use max-min fair allocation for the
purpose of differential tagging of packets with the objective
of minimizing collateral damage when a DDoS attack occurs.
Our work here is also different than the server-centric DDoS
defense mechanism proposed in [37], which is aimed at pro-
tecting end-hosts rather than the network. In their solution, a
server explicitly negotiates with selected upstream routers to
throttle traffic destined to it. Max-min fairness is applied to set
the throttling rates of these selected upstream routers. Like [34]
discussed above, their solution also has a scalability issue in that
the selected upstream routers must maintain per-customer state
for the requested rate limits.

Finally, our work also builds on existing preferential dropping
mechanisms that have been developed for providing quality-of-
service (QoS) [15], [17]. However, for providing QoS, the ser-
vice-level-agreements that dictate the bandwidth allocation are
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Fig. 1. Attack scenario on the Abilene network. (a) Attack along Chicago/NY. (b) Shielded Sunnyvale/NY and Denver/NY traffic from collateral damage.

assumed to be either specified by customers or decided by the
operator for the purpose of traffic engineering. There is also a
body of work on measurement-based admission control for de-
termining whether or not to admit new traffic into the network,
e.g., [20], [23]. With both service-level-agreement-based and
admission-control-based bandwidth reservation schemes, rate
limits are enforced. Our work here is different in that we use
preferential dropping for a different purpose to provide band-
width isolation between traffic flows to minimize the damage
that attack traffic can cause to regular traffic.

III. PROACTIVE SURGE PROTECTION

In this section, we present a high-level architectural overview
of a DDoS defense solution called Proactive Surge Protection
(PSP). To illustrate the basic concept, we will depict an example
scenario for the Abilene network. That network consists of 11
core routers that are interconnected by OC192 (10 Gb/s) links.
For the purpose of depiction, we will zoom in on a portion of the
Abilene network, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Consider a simple illus-
trative situation in which there is a sudden bandwidth-based at-
tack along the origin-destination (OD) pair Chicago/NY, where
an OD pair is defined to be the corresponding pair of ingress and
egress nodes. Suppose that the magnitude of the attack traffic
is 10 Gb/s. This attack traffic, when combined with the regular
traffic for the OD pairs Sunnyvale/NY and Denver/NY (

Gb/s), will significantly oversubscribe the 10 Gb/s
Chicago/NY link, resulting in a high percentage of indiscrim-
inate packet drops. Although the OD pairs Sunnyvale/NY and
Denver/NY are not under direct attack, these flows will also
suffer substantial packet loss on links which they share with
the attack OD pair, resulting in significant collateral damage.
The flows between Sunnyvale/NY and Denver/NY are said to
be caught in the crossfire of the Chicago/NY attack.

A. PSP Approach

The PSP approach is based on providing bandwidth isola-
tion between different traffic flows so that the amount of collat-
eral damage sustained along crossfire traffic flows is minimized.
This bandwidth isolation is achieved by using a form of soft ad-
mission control at the perimeter of a provider network. In partic-
ular, to avoid saturation of network links, we impose rate limits
on the amount of traffic that gets injected into the network for

each OD pair. However, rather than imposing a hard rate limit,
where packets are blocked from entering the network, we clas-
sify packets into two priority classes, high and low. Metering
is performed at the perimeter of the network, and packets are
tagged high if the arrival rate is below a certain threshold. But
when a certain threshold is exceeded, packets will get tagged
as low priority. Then, when a network link gets saturated, e.g.,
when an attack occurs, packets tagged with a low priority will
be dropped preferentially. This ensures that our solution does
not drop traffic unless a network link capacity has indeed been
exceeded. Under normal network conditions, in the absence of
sustained congestion, packets will get forwarded in the same
manner as without our solution.

Consider again the above example, now depicted in Fig. 1(b).
Suppose we set the high priority rate limit for the OD pairs
Sunnyvale/NY, Denver/NY, and Chicago/NY to 3.5, 3.5, and
3 Gb/s, respectively. This will ensure that the total traffic ad-
mitted as high priority on the Chicago/NY link is limited to
10 Gb/s. Operators can also set maximum rate limits to some
factor below the link capacity to provide the desired headroom
(e.g., set the target link load to be 90%). If the limit set for a
particular OD pair is above the actual amount of traffic along
that flow, then all packets for that flow will get tagged as high
priority. Consider the OD pair Chicago/NY. Suppose the actual
traffic under an attack is 10 Gb/s, which is above the 3 Gb/s limit.
Then, only 3 Gb/s of traffic will get tagged as high priority, and
7 Gb/s will get tagged as low priority. Since the total demand
on the Chicago link exceeds the 10 Gb/s link capacity, consid-
erable packets would get dropped. However, the packets drop
will come from the OD pair Chicago/NY since all packets from
Sunnyvale/NY and Denver/NY would have been tagged as high
priority. Therefore, the packets for the OD pairs Sunnyvale/NY
and Denver/NY would be shielded from collateral damage.

Although our simple illustrative example shown in Fig. 1
only involved one attack flow from one ingress point, the at-
tack traffic in general can be highly distributed. As we shall see
in Section VI, the proposed PSP method is also quite effective
in such distributed attack scenarios.

B. PSP Architecture

Our proposed PSP architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. The ar-
chitecture is divided into a policy plane and an enforcement
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Fig. 2. Proactive surge protection (PSP) architecture.

plane. The traffic data collection and bandwidth allocation com-
ponents are on the policy plane, and the differential tagging and
preferential drop components are on the enforcement plane.

1) Traffic Data Collector: The role of the traffic data col-
lection component is to collect and summarize historical traffic
measurements. For example, the widely deployed Cisco sam-
pled NetFlow mechanism can be used in conjunction with mea-
surement methodologies such that those outlined in [18] to col-
lect and derive traffic matrices for different times throughout
a day, a week, a month, etc, between different origin-destina-
tion (OD) pairs of ingress-egress nodes. The infrastructure for
this traffic data collection already exists in most service provider
networks. The derived traffic matrices are used to estimate the
range of expected traffic demands for different time periods.

2) Bandwidth Allocator: Given the historical traffic data col-
lected, the role of the bandwidth allocator is to determine the
rate limits at different time periods. For each time period , the
bandwidth allocator will determine a bandwidth allocation ma-
trix, , where is the rate limit for the
corresponding OD pair with ingress node and egress node
for a particular time of day . For example, a different bandwidth
allocation matrix may be computed for each hour in a day
using the historical traffic data collected for same hour of the
day. Under normal operating conditions, network links are typ-
ically under-utilized. Therefore, traffic demands from historical
measurements will reflect this under-utilization. Since there is
likely to be room for admitting more traffic into the high priority
class than observed in the historical measurements, we can fully
allocate in some fair manner the available network resources to
high priority traffic. By fully allocating the available network
resources beyond the previously observed traffic, we can pro-
vide headroom to account for estimation inaccuracies and traffic
burstiness. The bandwidth allocation matrices can be computed
offline, and operators can remotely configure routers at the net-
work perimeter with these matrices using existing router con-
figuration mechanisms.

3) Differentiated Tagging: Given the rate limits determined
by the bandwidth allocator, the role of the differential tagging
component is to perform the metering and tagging of packets
in accordance to the determined rate limits. This component
is implemented at the perimeter of the network. In particular,
packets arriving at ingress node and destined to egress node
are tagged as high priority if their metered rates are below the

threshold given by , using the bandwidth allocation ma-
trix for the corresponding time of day. Otherwise, they are
tagged as low priority. These traffic management mechanisms
for metering and tagging are commonly available in modern
routers at linespeeds.

4) Preferential Drops: With packets tagged at the perimeter,
low priority packets can be dropped preferentially over high pri-
ority packets at a network router whenever a sustained conges-
tion occurs. Again, this preferential dropping mechanism [15]
is commonly available in modern routers at linespeeds [4], [6].
By using preferential drop at interior routers rather than simply
blocking packets at the perimeter when a rate limit has been
reached, our solution ensures that no packet gets dropped un-
less a network link capacity has indeed been exceeded. Under
normal network conditions, in the absence of sustained conges-
tion, packets will get forwarded in the same manner as without
our surge protection scheme.

IV. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION POLICIES

Intuitively, PSP works by fully allocating the available net-
work resources into the high priority class in some fair manner
so that the high priority class rate limits for the different OD
pairs are at least as high as the expected normal traffic. This way,
should a DDoS attack occur that would saturate links along the
attack route, normal traffic corresponding to crossfire OD pairs
would be isolated from the attack traffic, thus minimizing col-
lateral damage. In particular, packets for a particular crossfire
OD pair would only be dropped at a congested network link if
the actual normal traffic for that flow is above the bandwidth al-
location threshold given to it. Therefore, bandwidth allocation
plays a central role in affecting the drop probability of normal
crossfire traffic during an attack. As such, the goal of bandwidth
allocation is to allocate the available network resources with the
objective of minimizing the drop probabilities for all OD pairs
in some fair manner.

A. Formulation

To achieve the objectives of minimizing drop probability
and ensuring fair allocation of network resources, we formu-
late the bandwidth allocation problem as a utility max-min
fair allocation problem [12], [13], [27], [30]. The utility
max-min fair allocation problem can be stated as follows. Let

be the allocation to flows, and let
be utility functions, with

each corresponding to the utility function for flow .
An allocation is said to be utility max-min fair if and only
if increasing one component must be at the expense of de-
creasing some other component such that .

Conventionally, the literature on max-min fair allocation uses
the vector notation to repre-
sent the allocation for some time period . The correspondence
to our bandwidth allocation matrix is straight-
forward: is the bandwidth allocation at time
for flow , with the corresponding OD pair of ingress and egress
nodes . Unless otherwise clarified, we will use the con-
ventional vector notation and
our bandwidth allocation matrix notation interchangeably.

The utility max-min fair allocation problem has been well-
studied, and as shown in [13], [30], the problem can be solved
by means of a “water-filling” algorithm. We briefly outline here
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how the algorithm works. The basic idea is to iteratively cal-
culate the utility max-min fair share for each flow in the net-
work. Initially, all flows are allocated rate and are con-
sidered free, meaning that its rate can be further increased. At
each iteration, the water-filling algorithm aims to find largest
increase in bandwidth allocation to free flows that will result in
the maximum common utility with the available link capacities.
The provided utility functions, ,
are used to determine this maximum common utility. When a
link is saturated, it is removed from further consideration, and
the corresponding flows that cross these saturated links are fixed
from further increase in bandwidth allocation. The algorithm
converges after at most iterations, where is the number of
links in the network, since at least one new link becomes sat-
urated in each iteration. The reader is referred to [13], [30] for
detailed discussions.

In the context of PSP, the utility max-min fair algorithm is
used to implement different bandwidth allocation policies. In
particular, we describe in this section three bandwidth allocation
policies, Mean-PSP, CDF-PSP, and GCDF-PSP. All of them are
based on traffic data collected from historical traffic measure-
ments. The first policy, Mean-PSP, simply uses the average his-
torical traffic demands observed as weights in the corresponding
utility functions. Mean-PSP is based on the simple intuition that
flows with higher average traffic demands should receive pro-
portionally higher bandwidth allocation. However, this policy
does not directly consider the traffic variance observed in the
traffic measurements.

To directly account for traffic variance, we propose a second
policy, CDF-PSP, that explicitly aims to minimize drop proba-
bilities by using the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
[12] derived from the empirical distribution of traffic demands
observed in the traffic measurements. These CDFs can be used
to capture the probability that the actual traffic will not exceed a
particular bandwidth allocation. When these CDFs are used as
utility functions, maximizing the utility corresponds directly to
the minimization of drop probabilities.

Finally, GCDF-PSP is proposed when we consider the CDF
of historical traffic demands can be approximated by a Gaussian
distribution. Specially, we show the utility max-min allocation
of CDF-PSP can be reduced to weight max-min in GCDF-PSP
by selecting the weight of each flow to be the variance of traffic
demand in Gaussian distribution. Each of these three policies is
further illustrated next.

B. Mean-PSP: Mean-Based Max-Min Fairness

Our first allocation policy, Mean-PSP, simply uses the mean
traffic demand as the utility function. In particular, the utility
function for flow is a simple linear function , where

is the mean traffic demand of flow , which simplifies to an
easier weighted max-min fair allocation problem.

To illustrate how Mean-PSP works, consider the small ex-
ample shown in Fig. 3. It depicts a simple network topology with
4 nodes that are interconnected by 10 Gb/s links. Consider the
corresponding traffic measurements shown in Table I. For sim-
plicity of illustration, each flow is described by just 5 data points,
and the corresponding mean traffic demands are also indicated
in Table I. Consider the first iteration of the Mean-PSP water-
filling procedure shown in Fig. 4(a). The maximum common
utility that can be achieved by all free flows is , which

Fig. 3. Network.

Fig. 4. Mean-PSP water-filling illustrated. (a) 1st iteration. (b) 2nd iteration.

TABLE I
TRAFFIC DEMANDS AND THE CORRESPONDING BANDWIDTH ALLOCATIONS

FOR MEAN-PSP AND CDF-PSP

corresponds to allocating 2 Gb/s each to the OD pairs
and and 6 Gb/s each to the OD pairs , , and

. For example, corresponds to allo-
cating Gb/s since for is 2. Since all three flows,

, , and , share a common link , the sum
of their first iteration allocation, Gb/s, would
already saturate link . This saturated link is removed from
consideration in subsequent iterations, and the flows ,

, and are fixed at the allocation of 2, 2, and 6 Gb/s,
respectively.

On the other hand, link is only shared by flows
and , which has an aggregate allocation of Gb/s
on link after the first iteration. This leaves Gb/s
of residual capacity for the next iteration. Similarly, link
is only shared by flows and , which also has an
aggregate allocation of on link after the
first iteration, with 2 Gb/s of residual capacity. After the first
iteration, flows and remain free.

In the second iteration, as in shown Fig. 4(b), the maximum
common utility is achieved by allocating the remaining 2 Gb/s
on link to flow and the remaining 2 Gb/s on link
to flow , resulting in each flow having 8 Gb/s allocated
to it in total. The final Mean-PSP bandwidth allocation is shown
in Table I.

C. CDF-PSP: CDF-Based Max-Min Fairness

Our second allocation policy, CDF-PSP, aims to explicitly
capture the traffic variance observed in historical traffic mea-
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surements by using a cumulative distribution function (CDF)
model as the utility function. The use of CDFs [12] captures
the acceptance probability of a particular bandwidth allocation
as follows. Let be a random variable that represents the
actual normal traffic for flow at time , and let be the
bandwidth allocation. Then the CDF of is denoted as

and the drop probability is simply the complementary function

Therefore, when CDFs are used to maximize the acceptance
probabilities for all flows in a max-min fair manner, it is equiv-
alent to minimizing the drop probabilities for all flows in a
min-max fair manner.

In general, the expected traffic can be modeled using different
probability density functions with the corresponding CDFs. One
probability density function is to use the empirical distribution
that directly corresponds to the historical traffic measurements
taken. In particular, let be mea-
surements taken for flow at a particular time of day over some
historical data set. Then the empirical CDF is simply defined as

where is the indicator that the measurement
is less than or equal to . For the example shown in

Table I, the corresponding empirical CDFs are shown in Fig. 6.
For example in Fig. 6(a) for OD pair , a bandwidth allo-
cation of 2 Gb/s would correspond to an acceptance probability
of 80% (with the corresponding drop probability of 20%).

To illustrate how CDF-PSP works, consider again the ex-
ample shown in Fig. 3 and Table I. Consider the first iteration
of the CDF-PSP water-filling procedure shown in Fig. 5(a). To
simplify notation, we will simply use for example

to indicate the utility function for flow for
some time period , and we will use analogous notations for the
other flows.

In the first iteration, the maximum common utility that can
be achieved by all free flows is an acceptance probability of

, which corresponds to allocating 2 Gb/s to ,
3 Gb/s to , 5 Gb/s each to and , and 6 Gb/s
to . This first iteration allocation is shown in bold black
lines in Fig. 6. With this allocation in the first iteration, link
is again saturated since the sum of the first iteration allocation to
flows , , and is Gb/s, which
would already reach the link capacity of . Therefore, the
saturated link is removed from consideration in subsequent
iterations, and the flows , , and are fixed
at the allocation of 2, 3, and 5 Gb/s, respectively.

For link , which is shared by flows and ,
the first iteration allocation is Gb/s, leaving

Gb/s of residual capacity. Similarly, for link , which is

Fig. 5. CDF-PSP water-filling illustrated. (a) 1st iteration. (b) 2nd iteration.

shared by flows and , the first iteration allocation
is Gb/s, leaving Gb/s of residual capacity.

In the second iteration, as in shown Fig. 5(b), the maximum
common utility 90% is achieved for the remaining free flows

and by allocating the remaining 3 Gb/s on link
to flow and the remaining 1 Gb/s on link to

flow , resulting in a total of 8 Gb/s allocated to
and 7 Gb/s allocated to . This second iteration allocation
is shown in dotted lines in Fig. 6. The final CDF-PSP bandwidth
allocation is shown in Table I.

Comparing the results for CDF-PSP and Mean-PSP shown in
Fig. 6 and Table I, we see that CDF-PSP was able to achieve
a higher worst-case acceptance probability for all flows than
Mean-PSP. In particular, the CDF-PSP results shown in Fig. 6
and Table I show that CDF-PSP was able to achieve a minimum
acceptance probability of 80% for all flows whereas Mean-PSP
was only able to achieve a lower worst-case acceptance proba-
bility of 70%. For example, for flow , the bandwidth allo-
cation of 3 Gb/s determined by CDF-PSP corresponds to an 80%
acceptance rate whereas the 2 Gb/s determined by Mean-PSP
only corresponds to a 70% acceptance rate. The better worst-
case result is because CDF-PSP specifically targets the max-min
optimization of the acceptance probability by using the cumu-
lative distribution function as the objective.

D. GCDF-PSP: Gaussian-Based Max-Min Fairness

Another probability Another distribution model that we can
use with historical traffic measurements is the Gaussian distri-
bution. GCDF-PSP allows network operators to model future
traffic variability scenarios in which historical datasets are not
applicable. In addition, we show the problem is simplified to a
weighted max-min bandwidth allocation problem.

We denote the CDF for flow in a Gaussian distribution as
, where and are the mean and standard devi-

ations for flow , which can be derived from the traffic mea-
surements. To simplify the notation in our bandwidth allocation
problem, we will simply use , , and to denote
the mean, standard deviation, and CDF for a particular time of
day , without any subscript , unless otherwise needed.

To apply the Gaussian CDF model as utility functions in the
water-filling algorithm, at each iteration, instead of finding a
bandwidth allocation that
can achieve the largest acceptance probability , we find a band-
width allocation that can achieve the largest scaling factor

in the following equation:
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Fig. 6. Empirical CDFs for flows (a) (A, D), (b) (B, D), (c) (C, D), (d) (A, C), and (e) (B, C).

This is equivalent to solving the weighted max-min fair alloca-
tion problem using the standard deviations as
weights and the means as offsets.

The reduction rests upon the observation that the inversed
CDF for a Gaussian distribution can be written as

which is interpreted as the minimum allocation of to ensure
an acceptance probability of , where

is the inversed standard normal cumulative distribution function
defined for and . Therefore, we can see that can be
derived from the maximum acceptance probability as follows:

Given that is an increasing function, it follows that
maximizing in the weighted max-min fair allocation is is
equivalent to maximizing in the utility max-min fair allocation
problem. This reduction simplifies the bandwidth allocation
problem.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We employed ns-2 based simulations to evaluate our PSP
methods on two large real networks.

1) US: This is the backbone of a large service provider in the
US, and consists of around 700 routers and thousands of links
ranging from T1 to OC768 speeds.

2) EU: This is the backbone of a large service provider in
Europe. It has a similar network structure as the US backbone,
but it is larger with about 150 more routers and 500 more links.

While the results for the individual networks cannot be di-
rectly compared to each other because of differences in their net-
work characteristics and traffic behavior, multiple network en-
vironments allow us to explore and understand the performance
of our PSP methods for a range of diverse scenarios.

A. Normal Traffic Demand

For each network, using the methods outlined in [18], we
build ingress router to egress router traffic matrices from sev-
eral weeks worth of sampled Netflow data that record the traffic
for that network [16]: US (07/01/07–09/03/07) and EU (11/18/
06–12/18/06 and 07/01/07–09/03/07). For each time interval

, the corresponding OD flows are represented by a
traffic matrix where is the number of access routers providing
ingress or egress to the backbone, and each entry contains the
average demand between the corresponding routers within that

interval. The above traffic data are used both for creating the
normal traffic demand for the simulator as well as for computing
the corresponding bandwidth allocation matrices for the candi-
date PSP techniques. One desirable characteristic from a net-
work management, operations and system overhead perspective
is to avoid too many unnecessary fine time scale changes. There-
fore, one goal of our study was to evaluate the effectiveness of
using a single representative bandwidth allocation matrix for an
extended period of time. An implicit hypothesis is that the band-
width allocation matrix does not need to be computed and up-
dated on a fine timescale. To this end, in the simulations, we use
a finer timescale traffic matrix with min for determining
the normal traffic demand, and a coarser timescale 1-h interval
for computing the bandwidth allocation matrix from historical
data sets.

B. DDoS Attack Traffic

To test the robustness of our PSP approach, we used two dif-
ferent types of attack scenarios for evaluation – a distributed
attack scenario for the US backbone and a targeted attack sce-
nario for the EU backbone. As we shall see in Section VI, PSP
is very effective in both types of attacks. In particular, we used
the following.

1) US DDoS: For the US backbone, the attack matrix that
we used for evaluation is based on large DDoS alarms that were
actually generated by a commercial DDoS detection system de-
ployed at key locations in the network. In particular, among the
actual large DDoS alarms there were generated during the pe-
riod of 6/1/05 to 7/1/06, we selected the largest one involving
the most number of attack flows as the attack matrix. This was
a highly distributed attack involving 40% (nearly half) of the
ingress routers as attack sources and 25% of the egress routers
as attack destinations. The number of attack flows observed at
a single ingress router were up to 150 flows, with an average of
about 24 attack flows sourced at each ingress router. The attacks
were distributed over a large number of egress routers. Although
the actual attacks were large enough to trigger the DDoS alarms,
they did not actually cause overloading on any backbone link.
Therefore, we scaled up each attack flow to an average of 1% of
the ingress router link access capacity. Since there were many
flows, this was already sufficient to cause overloading on the
network.

2) EU DDoS: For the Europe backbone, we had no commer-
cial DDoS detection logs available. Therefore, we created our
own synthetic DDoS attack data. To evaluate PSP under dif-
ferent attack scenarios, we created a targeted attack scenario
in which all attack flows are targeted to only a small number
of egress routers. In particular, to mimic the US DDoS attack
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data, we randomly selected 40% of ingress routers to be attack
sources. However, to create a targeted attack scenario, we pur-
posely selected at random only 2% of the egress routers as at-
tack destinations. With only 2% of the egress routers involved
as attack destinations, we concentrated the attacks from each
ingress router to just 1–3 destinations with demand set at 10%
of the ingress router link access capacity.

C. Ns-2 Simulation Details

Our experiments are implemented using ns-2 simulations.
This involved implementing the 2-class bandwidth allocation,
and simulating both the normal and DDoS traffic flows.

1) Bandwidth Allocation and Enforcement: The metering
and class differentiation of packets are implemented at the
perimeter of each network using the differentiated service
module in ns-2, which allows users to set rate limits for each
individual OD pair. Our simulation updates the rate limits
hourly by precomputing the bandwidth allocation matrix based
on the historical traffic matrices that were collected several
weeks prior to the attack date: US (07/01/07–09/02/07) and EU
(11/18/06–12/17/06 & 07/01/07–09/02/07).

The differentiated service module marks incoming packets
into different priorities based on the configured rate limits set
by our bandwidth allocation matrix and the estimated incoming
traffic rate of the OD pair. Specifically, we implemented differ-
entiated service using TSW2CM (Time Sliding Window with 2
Color Marking), an ns-2 provided policer. As its name implies,
the TSW2CM policer uses a sliding time window to estimate
the traffic rate.

If the estimated traffic exceeds the given threshold, the in-
coming packet is marked into the low priority class; otherwise,
it is marked into the high priority class. We then use existing
preferential dropping mechanisms to ensure that lower priority
packets are preferentially dropped over higher priority packets
when memory buffers get full. In particular, WRED/RIO1 is one
such preferential dropping mechanism that is widely deployed
in existing commercial routers [4], [6], [7], [15]. We used this
WRED/RIO mechanism in our ns-2 simulations.

2) Traffic Simulation: For simulation data (testing phase),
we purposely used a different data set than the traffic matrices
used for bandwidth allocation (learning phase). In particular, for
each network, we selected a week-day outside of the days used
for bandwidth allocation, and we considered 48 1-min time in-
tervals (one every 30-min) across the entire 24 h of this selected
day. The exact date that we selected to simulate normal traffic
is 09/03/07 for both the US and EU networks. Recall that for a
given time interval , we compute normal and DDoS traffic ma-
trices that give average traffic rates across that interval. These
matrices are used to generate the traffic flows for that time in-
terval. Both DDoS and network traffic are simulated as constant
bandwidth UDP streams with fixed packet sizes of 1 kB.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We begin our evaluations in Section VI-A by quantifying
the potential extent and severity of the problem that we are
trying to address—the amount of collateral damage in each net-
work in the absence of any protection mechanism. We then
develop an understanding of the damage mitigation capabili-
ties and properties of our PSP mechanism, first at the network

1RIO is WRED with two priority classes.

Fig. 7. The percentage of the number of the three OD pair types classified under
an attack traffic for (a) US and (b) Europe.

level in Section VI-B and then at the individual OD-pair level
in Section VI-C. Section VI-D explores the effectiveness of
the proposed schemes under scaled attacks, and Section VI-E
presents the results under multipath routing.

In the following results, we shall use the term No-PSP to refer
to the baseline scenario with no surge protection, while we use
the terms Mean-PSP, CDF-PSP, and GCDF-PSP to refer to the
PSP schemes based on mean, empirical CDF, and Gaussian CDF
water-filling bandwidth allocation algorithms respectively. Re-
call that an OD pair is considered as: 1) an attacked OD pair if
there is attack traffic along that pair; 2) a crossfire OD pair if it
shares at least one link with an OD pair containing attack traffic;
and 3) a non-crossfire OD pair if it is neither an attacked nor a
crossfire OD pair.

A. Potential for Collateral Damage

We first explore the extent to which OD pairs and their offered
traffic demands are placed in potential harm’s way because they
share network path segments with a given set of attack flows.
In Fig. 7, we report the relative proportion of OD pairs in the
categories of attacked, crossfire, and non-crossfire OD pairs for
both the US and EU backbones.

As described in Section V-C, 40% of the ingress routers and
25% of the egress routers were involved in the DDoS attack on
the US backbone. In general, for a network with ingress/
egress routers, there are possible OD pairs (the ratio of
routers to OD pairs is 1-to- ). For the US backbone, with about
700 routers, there are nearly half a million OD pairs. Although
40% of the ingress routers and 25% of the egress routers were
involved in the attack, the number of attack destinations from
each ingress router was on average about 24 egress routers, re-
sulting in just 1.2% of the OD pairs under direct attack. In gen-
eral, because the number of OD pairs grows quadratically with

(i.e., ), even in a highly distributed attack scenario where
the attack flows come from all routers, the number of OD
pairs under direct attack may still only correspond to a small
percentage of OD pairs. For the EU backbone, there are about
850 routers and about three quarters of million OD pairs. For
the targeted attack scenario described in Section V-C, 40% of
the ingress routers were also involved in the DDoS attack, but
the attacks were concentrated to just 2% of the egress routers.
Again, even though 40% of the ingress routers were involved,
only 0.1% of the OD pairs, among OD pairs, were under
direct attack.

In general, the percentage of OD pairs that are in the crossfire
of attack flows depends on where the attacks occurred and how
traffic is routed over a particular network. For the US backbone,
we observe that the percentage of crossfire OD pairs is very large
(95.5%), causing substantial collateral damage even though the
attacks were directed over only 1.2% the OD pairs. This is some-
what expected given the distributed nature of the attack where a
high percentage of both ingress and egress routers were involved
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Fig. 8. The proportion of normal traffic demand corresponding to the three
types of OD pairs for (a) US and (b) Europe.

in the attack. For the EU backbones, the observed percentage of
crossfire OD pairs is also very large (83.5%). This is somewhat
surprisingly because the attacks were targeted to only a small
number of egress routers. This large footprint can be attributed
to the fact that even a relatively small number of attack flows
can go over common links that were shared by a vast majority
of other OD pairs.

We next depict the relative proportions of the overall normal
traffic demand corresponding to each type of OD pairs. While
the classification of the OD pairs into the 3 categories is fixed
for a given network and attack matrix, the relative traffic demand
for the different classes is time-varying, depending on the actual
normal traffic demand in a given time interval. Fig. 8 presents a
breakdown of the total normal traffic demands for the 3 classes
across the 48 time intervals that we explored. Note that for both
the networks, crossfire OD pairs account for a significant pro-
portion of the total traffic demand. Figs. 7 and 8 together suggest
that an attack directed even over a relatively small number of
ingress-egress interface combinations, could be routed around
the network in a manner that can impact a significant propor-
tion of OD pairs and overall network traffic.

The results above provide us an indication of the potential
“worst-case” impact footprint that an attack can unleash, if its
strength is sufficiently scaled up. This is because a crossfire
OD pair will suffer collateral packet losses only if some link(s)
on its path get congested. While the above results do not pro-
vide any measure of actual damage impact, they do nevertheless
point to the existence of a real potential for widespread collat-
eral damage, and underline the importance and urgency of de-
veloping techniques to mitigate and minimize the extent of such
damage.

We next consider the actual collateral damage induced by the
specified attacks in the absence of any protection scheme. We
define a crossfire OD pair to be impacted in a given time in-
terval, if it suffered some packet loss in that interval. Table II
presents: 1) the total number of and 2) traffic demand for the im-
pacted OD pairs as a percentage of the corresponding values for
all crossfire OD pairs; and 3) the mean packet loss rate across the
impacted OD pairs. To account for time variability, we present
the average value (with the 10th and 90th percentile indicated
in the brackets) for the three metrics across the 48 attacked time
intervals. Overall, the tables show that not only can the attacks
impact a significant proportion of the crossfire OD pairs and net-
work traffic, but that they can cause severe packet drops in many
of them. For example, in the EU network, in 90% of the time
intervals: 1) at least 39.64% of the cross-fire OD pairs were im-
pacted; and 2) the average packet loss rate across the impacted
OD pairs was 47.62% or more. To put these numbers in proper
context, note that TCP, which accounts for the vast majority
of traffic today, is known to have severe performance problems
once the loss rate exceeds a few single-digit percentage points.

TABLE II
COLLATERAL DAMAGE IN THE ABSENCE OF PSP WITH THE 10TH

AND 90TH PERCENTILE INDICATED IN THE BRACKETS

TABLE III
THE TIME-AVERAGED CROSSFIRE OD-PAIR TOTAL PACKET LOSS RATE

WITH THE 10TH AND 90TH PERCENTILE INDICATED IN THE BRACKETS

B. Network-Wide PSP Performance Evaluation

We start the evaluation of PSP by focusing on network-wide
aggregate performance for crossfire OD pairs and note the con-
sistent substantially lower loss rates under either Mean-PSP,
GCDF-PSP or CDF-PSP across the entire day.

1) Total Packet Loss Rate: For each attack time interval, we
compute the total packet loss rate which is the total number of
packets lost as a percentage of the total offered load from all
crossfire OD pairs. Table III summarizes the mean, 10th and
90th percentile of the total packet loss rates across 48 attack
time intervals. The mean loss rates under No-PSP in US and
EU networks are 17.93% and 30.48%, respectively. The loss
rate is relatively stable across time as indicated by the tight in-
terval between the 10th and 90th percentile numbers. In con-
trast, the mean loss rate is much smaller, less than 3%, for ei-
ther PSP scheme. Fig. 9 shows the loss rate across time, for
the 3 PSP schemes, expressed as a percentage of the corre-
sponding loss rates under No-PSP. Note that even though the
attack remains the same over all 48 attack time intervals, the
normal traffic demand matrix is time-varying, and hence the ob-
served variability in the time series. In particular, we observe
comparatively smaller improvements during the the network
traffic peak times, such as 12PM (GMT) in the EU backbone
and 6PM (GMT) in the US backbone. This behavior is because
the amount of traffic that could be admitted as high priority is
bounded by the network’s carrying capacity. During high de-
mand time intervals, on one hand, links will be more loaded
increasing the likelihood of congestion and overload. On the
other hand, more packets will get classified as low priority, in-
creasing the population size that can be dropped under conges-
tion and overload. Table IV summarizes the performance im-
provements for the PSP schemes in terms of relative loss rate
reduction of Mean-PSP and CDF-PSP across the different time
intervals. For each network, on average, all PSP schemes reduce
the loss rate in a time interval by more than 90% from the corre-
sponding No-PSP value. In addition, CDF-PSP has consistently
better performance than Mean-PSP and GCDF-PSP in both net-
works, while GCDF-PSP has a lower loss rate than Mean-PSP
in most of the time. Take US network as an example, CDF-PSP
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TABLE IV
THE TIME-AVERAGED TOTAL PACKET LOSS REDUCTION WITH THE 10TH AND 90TH PERCENTILE INDICATED IN THE BRACKETS

Fig. 9. The crossfire OD pair total packet loss rate ratio over No-PSP across 24
h. (48 attack time intervals, 30 min apart). (a) US. (b) EU.

Fig. 10. The ratio of number of crossfire OD-pairs with packet loss over
No-PSP across 24 h. (48 attack time intervals, 30 min apart.) (a) US. (b) EU.

reduces the loss rate of Mean-PSP and GCDF-PSP by 34.74%
and 27.36, respectively.

2) Number of Impacted Crossfire OD Pairs: We next deter-
mine the number of impacted OD pairs, i.e., the crossfire OD
pairs that suffer some packet loss at each time interval. It is de-
sirable to minimize this number, since many important network
applications including real-time gaming and VOIP are very sen-
sitive to and experience substantial performance degradations
even under relatively low packet loss rates. For each of the 48 at-
tack time intervals, we determine the number of impacted cross-
fire OD pairs as a percentage of the total number of crossfire
OD pairs with nonzero traffic demand in that time interval. We
summarize the mean and the 10th and 90th percentiles from the
distribution of the resulting values across the 48 time intervals in
Table V for No-PSP and the three PSP schemes. The mean pro-
portion of impacted OD pairs drops from a high of 41.37% under
No-PSP to 12.85% for Mean-PSP, 11.73% for GCDF-PSP, and
7.16% for CDP-PSP. We present the time series of the propor-
tion of impacted OD pairs for the three PSP schemes (normal-
ized by the corresponding value for No-PSP) across the 48 time
intervals in Fig. 10, and summarize the savings from the three

TABLE V
THE TIME-AVERAGED NUMBER OF IMPACTED OD-PAIRS WITH PACKET LOSS

WITH THE 10TH AND 90TH PERCENTILE INDICATED IN THE BRACKETS

PSP schemes in Table VI. Across all the time intervals, we note
that a high percentage of crossfire OD pairs had packet losses
under-No-PSP, and that both PSP schemes dramatically reduce
this proportion, with CDF-PSP consistently having the lowest
proportion of impacted OD pairs. Considering the Table VI, the
proportion of impacted OD pairs in the US network is reduced,
on average, by over 69% going from No-PSP to Mean-PSP.
From Mean-PSP to CDF-PSP, the proportion drops, on average,
by a further substantial 45.47%.

C. OD Pair-Level Performance

In Section VI-B, we explored the performance of the PSP
techniques from the overall network perspective. We focus the
analysis below on the performance of individual crossfire OD
pairs across time.

In particular, we analyze the magnitude of packet losses for
different crossfire OD pairs. An OD-pair can have different loss
rates at different attack time intervals, and here for each cross-
fire OD pair, we consider the 90th percentile of these loss rates
across time, where we consider only time intervals where that
OD pair had nonzero traffic demand. Fig. 11 shows the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of this 90th percentile packet
loss rate across all crossfire OD-pairs, except those that had
no traffic demand during the entire 48 attack time intervals. In
the figure, a given point indicates that for of cross-
fire OD-pairs, in 90% of the time intervals in which that OD
pair had some traffic demand, the packet loss was at most .
The most interesting region from a practical performance per-
spective lies to the left of the graph for low values of the loss
rate. This is because many network applications and even reli-
able transport protocols like TCP have very poor performance
and are practically unusable beyond a loss rate of a few per-
centage points. Focussing on 0%–10% loss rate range which is
widely considered to include this ’habitable zone of loss rates’,
the figure shows that both Mean-PSP, GCDF-PSP and CDF-PSP
have substantially higher percentage of OD pairs in this zone,
compared to No-PSP, and that CDF-PSP has significantly better
performance. For example, the US network, the percentage of
OD pair with less than 10% loss rate increases from just 58.84%
for No-PSP to 70.48% for Mean-PSP, 74.03% for GCDF-PSP,
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TABLE VI
THE TIME-AVERAGED REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF IMPACTED OD-PAIRS HAVING PACKET LOSS WITH THE 10TH AND 90TH PERCENTILE

INDICATED IN THE BRACKETS

Fig. 11. CDF of the 90 percentile packet loss rate for all crossfire OD pairs. (a)
US. (b) EU.

Fig. 12. The time-averaged mean crossfire OD-pair packet loss rate as the at-
tack volume scaling factor increases from 0 to 3. (a) US. (b) EU.

and 79.62% for CDF-PSP. The trends are similar for the EU
network.

D. Performance Under Scaled Attacks

Given the growing penetration of broadband connections and
the everincreasing availability of large armies of botnets “for
hire,” it is important to understand the effectiveness of the PSP
techniques with respect to increasing attack intensity. To study
this, for each network, we vary the intensity of the attack matrix
by scaling the demand of every attack flow by a factor ranging
from 0 to 3, in steps of size 0.25. For each value of the scaling
factor, we measure the time-averaged mean OD packet loss rate,
which measures the average packet loss rate across all cross-
fire OD pairs with nonzero traffic demand, across eight 1-min.
time intervals, equally spaces across 24 h. Fig. 12 shows that
the loss rate under No-PSP increases much faster than under
Mean-PSP and CDF-PSP, as the attack intensity increases. This
is because under No-PSP, all the normal traffic packets have to
compete for limited bandwidth resources with the attack traffic,
while with our protection scheme only normal traffic marked
in low priority class is affected by the increasing attack. There-
fore, even in the extreme case when the attack traffic demand is
sufficient to clog all links, our protection scheme can still guar-
antee that the normal traffic marked in the high priority class

TABLE VII
COLLATERAL DAMAGE UNDER MULTI-PATH IN THE ABSENCE OF PSP

WITH THE 10TH AND 90TH PERCENTILE INDICATED IN THE BRACKETS. THE

DIFFERENCE FROM SINGLE-PATH ROUTING IS INDICATED IN PARENTHESIS

TABLE VIII
THE TIME-AVERAGED CROSSFIRE OD-PAIR TOTAL PACKET LOSS RATE

WITH THE 10TH AND 90TH PERCENTILE INDICATED IN THE BRACKETS. THE

DIFFERENCE FROM SINGLE-PATH ROUTING IS INDICATED IN PARENTHESIS

goes through the network. Consequently, our PSP schemes are
much less sensitive to the degree of congestion, as evident by
the much slower growth of the drop rate. For example, in the
US network, as the scale factor increases from 1 to 3, under
No-PSP, the mean drop rate jumped from slightly above 20%
to almost 40% . In comparison, under CDF-PSP, the mean loss
rate increases very little from less than 3% to 4% over the same
range of attack intensities. The trends demonstrate that across
the range of scaling factor values, both the PSP schemes are
very effective in mitigating collateral damage by keeping loss
rates low, with CDF-PSP having an edge over Mean-PSP.

E. Multipath Evaluation

Finally, we investigate the impact of multipath routing to
our attack scenarios and protection schemes. Specifically, as
an example, we consider a Cisco router implementation of a
multipath load balancing scheme called Equal-Cost Multipath
(ECMP) [8] routing. Here, we revisit the potential of collateral
damage in Table VII and the network-wide performance evalu-
ation in Table VIII. Besides the mean, 90th percentile and 10th
percentile numbers, we also indicate the difference of mean
from the results under single-path experiments.

As shown in Table VII, when a routing algorithm has the
ability to route traffic on multiple paths, the degree of damage
could be reduced in term of packet loss because link congestion
can be alleviated by load balance traffic. For example, the packet
loss rate in US and Europe networks were reduced by 1.34% and
17.98%, respectively. However, the range of damage would also
be extended because attack traffic is spread across more links.
For example, the number of impacted OD pairs and demand
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in Europe were increased by 1.73% and 2.30%, respectively.
Therefore, while multipath routing could temporarily alleviate
the degree of damage, it also creates more potential damage of
collateral damage, especially when the volume of attacks could
easily be further increased.

We then observe the impact of multipath routing on our
schemes. As shown in Table VIII, with multipath routing, the
total packet loss rate is reduced under each of our protection
schemes. The improvement of our PSP protection scheme in
multipath routing is slightly less than single-path routing for
two reasons. One reason is multipath routing has greater impact
to No-PSP because the packet loss rate of No-PSP is heavily
depending on link congestions. Second reason is the traffic load
distribution on links in multipath routing may not accurately
match to the static load estimation in our bandwidth allocation
algorithm. As a result, our PSP scheme could over or under
allocate certain link capacity and limit the improvement. Nev-
ertheless, our PSP protection schemes still significantly reduce
loss rate and with CDF-PSP performed the best followed by
GCDF-PSP and Mean-PSP.

VII. DISCUSSION

Although our PSP protection mechanism could effectively re-
duce the collateral damage of a DDoS attack, there are some
limitations and shortcoming of the approach. In this section, we
would like to address each of them as the following. 1) Our ap-
proach is designed to reduce the collateral damage of a flooding
DDoS attack in a network. While the problem itself is important
and interesting to network operators, our approach cannot pro-
tect endhost nor defense against those nonbandwidth based at-
tacks which target the network protocol or endhost resources in-
stead of the intermediate network. 2) Our approach is a first-line
defense mechanism which aims to effectively mitigate attack
damage in a timeliness fashion. While our approach has the
strength of scalability and cost, it doesn’t have the ability, like
previous defense mechanisms, to accurately identify individual
attack flows and eliminate them from network by blocking or fil-
tering. Therefore, our approach is orthogonal to those traditional
approaches, and we will still recommend to deploy other sophis-
ticated defense systems along with PSP mechanism to further
improve network performance. 3) A fundamental limitation of
our approach is that we rely on traffic stability to allocate band-
width without exploring application level packet information.
As a result, our approach could treat any bursty traffic as suspi-
cious attack traffic. It will particularly causes problem when the
burst traffic is consistent of a bunch of legitimate flows, such
as flash crowd. However, the flash crowd traffic would not al-
ways be dropped by PSP for two reasons. First, flash crowd
traffic only gets dropped when a link congestion actually occurs.
Second, because we tend to fully allocate bandwidth based on
traffic statistic not simply average traffic, the OD pair with flash
crowd traffic could receive higher rate limit. Finally, although
flash crowd traffic could be dropped preferentially at congested
links, it seems to be a reasonable decision for network operator
from the fairness stand point of view because the flash crowd
traffic shouldn’t grab majority of the bandwidth regardless the
users are legitimate or not.

VIII. CONCLUSION

PSP provides network operators with a broad first line of
proactive defense against DDoS attacks, significantly reducing
the impact of sudden bandwidth-based attacks on a service
provider network. Among its salient features, PSP is readily
deployable using existing router mechanisms, and PSP does
not rely on any unauthenticated packet header information.
The latter feature makes the solution resilient to evading
attack schemes that launch many seemingly legitimate TCP
connections with spoofed IP addresses and port numbers. By
taking into consideration traffic variability observed in traffic
measurements, our proactive protection solution can ensure
the maximization of the acceptance probability of each flow
in a max-min fair manner, or equivalently the minimization of
the drop probability in a min-max fair manner. Our extensive
evaluation across two large commercial backbone networks,
using both distributed and targeted attacks, shows that up to
95.5% of the network could suffer collateral damage even
though the attacks were directed over only 1.2% of the OD
pairs. Our solution was able to significantly reduce the amount
of collateral damage by up to 97.58% in terms of the number of
packets dropped and 90.36% in terms of the number of flows
with packet loss. In addition, we show that PSP can maintain
low packet loss rates even when the intensity of attacks is
increased significantly, and PSP has similar protection perfor-
mance under multipath routing.
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